
Guilford Path Scoping Study

Design Details

Section B

Guilford Center Road is currently used as an exercise corridor for walkers, runners, and bikers. However, lack 
of paved shoulders, downhill slopes along the west side, a ditch and uphill slopes along the east side, and 
speeding cars create an unsafe environment.

Alternative A adds a widened shoulder on the west side only as an out-and-back path from the Village and 
a connection to Sweet Pond Road and Stage Road. This will require regrading of the slope to create a flat 
surface and could require some tree removal and retaining walls in select locations. 

Alternative B adds a widened shoulder to both sides of the road. This provides space for pedestrians and 
bikes to travel each way along the road without having to pass. This alternative will also require regrading as 
well as relocating the existing drainage ditch on the east side of the road. An increase in the overall width of 
the pavement could have a potential negative side effect of providing a more open feel of the road, which 
could encourage speeding. 

Find out more at guilfordvt.gov/guilford-path-scoping-study/

How could Guilford Center become more walkable? 
Share your opinion!

1. Guilford Center Road: South

Alt A: Widened Shoulder - 1 Side

Alt B: Widened Shoulder - 2 Sides

Section: Alt A

Section: Alt B

Section A

Project Overview
The purpose of this study is to develop a pathway system in 
Guilford Center to connect Village ammenities and provide a 
safe space for walkers, bicyclists, and schoolchildren to move 
through the Village. 

There are three distinct project areas within this study:
1. Guilford Center Road: Southern End of Village Center to 

Sweet Pond Road
2. Guilford Center Road: Designated Village Center
3. Carpenter Hill Road
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3. Carpenter Hill Road

Alt A: Widened Shoulder Alt B: Path Setback from Road Section: Alt A

Section: Alt B

2. Guilford Center Road: Village

Alt A: Widened Shoulder Alt B: Path Setback from Road

Design Details
Guilford Center Road connects multiple 
civic institutions within the Village, including 
the Broad Brook Community Center (BBCC), 
Library, and Historical Society. Alternative 
A connects these elements with a widened 
shoulder, continuous of that along the 
southern portion of the road. Alternative B 
proposes a path set back from the road from 
the Historic Meeting House to BBCC then 
transitions back to shoulder widening to 
School Road. A future connection can connect 
the rest of the way to the Central School. 

Carpenter Hill Road contains access to the 
Weeks Memorial Forest and the Natural 
Playscape, with parking located at each. With 
limited parking at the library, the Playscape 
acts as overflow parking. Alternative A adds a 
widened shoulder, however, since the road is 
dirt/gravel, this may appear as a widened road 
rather than a pedestrian walkway. Alternative 
B provides a path set back from the road from 
the library parking lot to just before the bridge 
and stream crossing. Both alternatives would 
require grading due to a steep embankment to 
make the paths accessible. 

There is also a proposed connector trail 
between the Playscape and the historic 
schoolhouse that crosses over the stream and 
could connect into a future off road trail.
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Design Details

Materials
Guilford is a special place with lots of character and charm. It’s important that a 
pedestrian path fits into the rustic feel of the Town. Based on feedback heard during 
the Local Concerns Meeting and conversations with the Town staff, after much 
discussion the project team decided that no concrete or asphalt sidewalks would be 
included in the alternatives. 

Shoulder Options

Path Surface Options

Gravel: Inexpensive; may erode over time 
and less comfortable for bicycles.

Paved with Rumble Strips: Prevent cars from leaving 
travel lane; can be loud and uncomfortable for bicycles

Paved with Markings: Durable surface, but 
markings may wear off

Stamped Asphalt: Provides visual 
separation; can be expensive

Mowed: Simple to create and maintain; better 
for off-road paths rather than road adjacent

Crushed Gravel: Can be adjacent to 
road or separated

Mulched: May need seasonal re-
placement

Natural Earth: Most appropriate for 
off-road paths


